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Secular Decline in Interest Rates

Source: ECB Statistical Data Warehouse (SDW) and Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED).
Notes: Benchmark short-term nominal interest rate (panel A) and natural rate of return (panel B) for the euro area and the United States. Natural rates
are estimated according to methodology in Laubach and Williams (2003) and Holston et al (2017).

Many expect the decline to continue going forward (Blanchard 2020, Jorda et al.
2020, among others).



Equity Risk Premium and the Natural Rate

Source: Damodaran (2020). Data for the United States.



This Paper – Subject of Study

Takes past, present, and expected future secular decline as given.

Focuses on the consequences of the decline on:

1. Cyclical relationship between systemic risk in financial markets and the
natural rate.

2. Effect of macro-prudential policy (e.g., state-contingent limits on leverage) on
the natural rate.

3. Benefits of macro-prudential policy on macroeconomic stabilization.



This Paper – Mechanism

Natural rate (same formula as in C-CAPM):

rtdt = ρdt + γEt [dYt/Yt ]− 1
2 (1 + γ) γVart [dYt/Yt ].

ρ: time discount rate; γ: risk aversion coefficient.
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simply as a by-product of containing systemic risk in financial markets.



This Paper – Main Results

1. Systemic risk in financial markets depresses the natural rate.

2. A macro-prudential policy that is concerned only with financial stability
boosts the natural rate unintentionally.

3. Results 1. and 2. point to a novel complementarity between financial stability
and macroeconomic stabilization.
Complementarity is sufficiently strong to generate a divine coincidence if the
natural rate is secularly low, but not too low.
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Roadmap

Proceed in three steps as follows:

1. Flexible price economy under laissez faire.

Examine equilibrium relationship between systemic risk and the natural rate.

2. Monetary economy without macro-prudential intervention.

Re-examine equilibrium relationship between systemic risk and the natural rate
in “low” interest environments (i.e., occasionally binding ZLB constraint).

3. Monetary economy with the interventions.

Additional benefits of macro-prudential policy in low interest environments.



The Baseline Model
Flexible price economy under laissez faire



Model Description
Agents: Banks and households, a continuum of each. Goods: Physical capital
and consumption. Time t ≥ 0 is continuous.

Physical capital:

(i) yields output flows per unit of time, yt = atkt with at = 1 if banks hold the
unit of capital and at = ah < 1 if households instead do so;

(ii) evolves over time stochastically according to dkt/kt = µdt + σdZt , with dZt

being a capital quality (Brownian) shock.

(Similar technology to Brunnermeier and Sannikov 2014.)

Banks — portfolio problems:

(i) can issue short-term non-contingent debt (i.e., deposits) to take leveraged
positions on physical capital;

(ii) but are subject to an incentive-compatible (IC) leverage constraint.

(Similar frictions to Gertler and Kiyotaki 2010 and Gertler and Karadi 2011.)

Households — portfolio problems:

consume, save in deposits, can hold physical capital, and own all of the banks.

(Similar to Merton 1971.)
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Competitive Equilibrium (1/2)

The size of the economy is proportional to the aggregate capital stock.

The single relevant state is the aggregate net worth of banks as a share of total
wealth. That is,

η ≡ Nb

Nb + Nh
=

Nb

q K
∈ [0, 1]→ measure of financial conditions.
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: portion of divertable assets. v : Tobin’s Q.

Panel A. Limit λv is binding when η < η̄ and it is slack otherwise.
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Competitive Equilibrium (2/2)

Law of motion of the wealth share, dη = µηηdt + σηηdZ .

Notes:

Left y-axis:

Panel A. Reversion to stochastic steady state, ηss .

Panel B. Nonlinear volatility, peaks around region in which λv is occasionally binding.

Right y-axis:

Ergodic distribution. Economy fluctuates continuously throughout from booms to busts.



Risk Relationships

Relationship between systemic risk in financial markets and risk in asset prices.

A. ση = (φ− 1)(σq + σ) because banks take leveraged positions on risky assets
A. ση = (φ− 1)(σq + σ) funded with risk-free debt.

B. σq = εqση with εq ≡ ∂q
∂η

η
q because of occ. binding leverage constraint.

A. & B. ⇒ positive interaction between ση and σq.

Interpretation: “Fire-sales” and feedback loops in financial markets.

Amplification factor:
ση
σ = φ−1

1−(φ−1)εq
. Key driver behind nonlinear volatility.



Relationship between Systemic Risk and the Natural Rate

In this economy, the natural rate of return is the short-term real interest rate (no
nominal rigidities).

The formula for the natural rate is r = ρ+ γµY − 1
2γ(1 + γ)σ2

Y (as in C-CAMP).

Mean reversion + Nonlinear volatility in financial markets ⇒

.
with rE ≡ ρ+ γµ− 1

2
γ(1 + γ)σ2 being the natural rate in a frictionless economy.

The natural rate tanks when systemic risk peaks.

During booms, the natural rate is high and stable; upon exiting the booms, the
natural rate falls abruptly and becomes highly unstable.
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The Model with the ZLB Constraint
The monetary economy with an occasionally binding ZLB constraint

and without macro-prudential intervention



Nominal Rigidities and ZLB on Nominal Rates

New Keynesian economy with fully rigid nominal prices. No inflation but
production can fall below installed capacity.
(Similar specification to Caballero and Simsek 2020.)

Capacity utilization rate, ut ≡ Ct/Yt ≤ 1. Rate ut isolates the output losses
from nominal rigidities. Note that Yt = ζtKt already incorporates the potential
losses from financial frictions.

Monetary policy:

Tracks the natural rate whenever possible and remains stuck at the ZLB
otherwise. Formally, it = max{rt , 0}, with rt being the natural rate. (Nominal
and real interest rates coincide because the inflation rate πt = 0 is null.)

Liquidity trap ⇐⇒ i = 0 > r (and u < 1, as will show next)
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An Economy with Liquidity Traps

Double-whammy effect on bank profitability:

(i) ZLB constraint keeps funding costs artificially high;

(ii) capacity underutilization depresses rate of return on physical capital.

Liquidity traps increase systemic risk and financial instability.

Systemic risk reaches even higher peaks, the natural rate reaches even lower
troughs, and the interaction between the two is stronger.
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The Model with Macro-prudential Policy
The monetary model with the occasionally binding ZLB constraint

and macro-prudential intervention.



Macro-prudential Policy

Instrument:

State-contingent limit on leverage, Φt ≡ Φ(ηt). Binding when Φ < min{λv , 1
η}.

Possible objectives:

Consider logarithmic preferences. Then, W = WM + WF + 1
ρ ln K , with

ρWM = ln u + ∂WM

∂η µηη+ 1
2
∂2WM

(∂η)2 (σηη)2, ρWF = ln ζ+ ∂WF

∂η µηη+ 1
2
∂2WF

(∂η)2 (σηη)2.

1. Macroeconomic stabilization,
∫
WM(η)dG (η);

2. Financial stability,
∫
WF (η)dG (η);

3. Social welfare,
∫

[WM(η) + WF (η)]dG (η).

Remark:

Improvements on the objectives over laissez faire are possible because of
pecuniary externalities in financial intermediation and an aggregate demand
externality.
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Optimal Macro-prudential Intervention

Consider a macro-prudential policy that is concerned only with financial stability.

Three possible cases:

Case 1. No complementarity – environments with “normal” interest rate levels

The natural rate under a policy of laissez faire is always above zero.

The ZLB constraint is irrelevant. Only the pecuniary externalities matter.

Φ < min{λv , 1
η} only when η ≈ η̄. This ↓ σηη and ↑ r .

Case 2. Divine coincidence (complementarity is sufficiently strong)

The natural rate under laissez faire is occasionally below zero, but it is always
above zero under the optimal intervention.

Same intervention as in the economy without the ZLB constraint (as in Case 1.).

The ZLB constraint is also irrelevant but because of the intervention.

Case 3. Complementarity but no coincidence

None of the above two conditions holds.

Tighter intervention than in the economy without the ZLB constraint.

Further ↓ σηη and further ↑ r .
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Macro-prudential Policy in Low Interest Rate Environment

Notes:

Limit Φ < min{λv , 1
η
} is binding only when η ∈ [ηL, ηH ] ⊃ η̄.

Panel A. Macro-prudential policy renders the ZLB constraint irrelevant. No liquidity trap
nor aggregate demand externality in equilibrium.

Panel B. Macro-prudential policy only softens the constraint. Liquidity traps do occur
and the aggregate demand externality exists.



Conclusion

• Systemic risk in financial markets depresses the natural rate.

• Macro-prudential policy (i.e., state-contingents limits on leverage) boosts
the natural rate unintentionally, simply as a by-product of containing
systemic risk.

• New complementarity between financial stability and macroeconomic
stabilization in low interest rate environments.

• Complementarity is sufficiently strong to generate a divine coincidence if
the natural rate is low, but not too low.



Additional Material



Portfolio Problem of Banks

Banks maximize the present discounted value of their dividend payout

Vt ≡ max
kb,t≥0

Et

∫ ∞
t

θe−θ(s−t) Λs

Λt
nb,sds ,

subject to solvency constraint nb,t ≥ 0; the law of motion of net worth,

dnb,t = dRb,tqtkb,t − (qtkb,t − nb,t) rtdt ;

and portfolio constraint,

qtkb,t ≤ λVt ,

with

dRb,t ≡
1

qt
dt +

d (qtkt)

qtkt
and

dqt
qt

= µq,tdt + σq,tdZt .

Back



Portfolio Problem of Households

Households maximize the present discounted value of their utility flows

max
kh,t ,ct≥0

Et

∫ ∞
t

e−ρ(s−t) c
1−γ
s

1− γ
ds ,

subject to solvency constraint nh,t ≥ 0, and the law of motion of their net worth,

dnh,t = dRh,tqtkh,t + (nh,t − qtkh,t) rtdt − τtdt − ctdt ,

with

dRh,t ≡
ah
qt

dt +
d (qtkt)

qtkt
.

Note that Λt ≡ e−ρtc−γt .
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